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Chairmen Pappas and Mrvan, Ranking Members Mann and Rosendale, and Members of the Subcommittees:

Thank you for having me here today to discuss our work on the Department of Veterans Affairs’ (VA) acquisition management challenges. VA relies upon its acquisition programs to provide many capabilities and services that are essential to provide health care and other benefits to veterans and their families. While acquisition management may seem like a purely administrative process, it has a direct effect on the quality of health care veterans receive.

The maturity of VA’s acquisition function, including VA’s ability to oversee and manage its major acquisitions, however, has not kept pace with its significant increase in acquisition spending. Over the last 10 years, VA’s contract obligations have increased by 89 percent, reaching over $38 billion in fiscal year 2021 (see fig. 1). This increase was driven in part by key program growth and efforts to modernize several critical VA systems.
We added VA’s acquisition management to GAO’s High-Risk List in 2019 due to numerous challenges to efficiently purchasing goods and services, including medical supplies.\(^1\)

My statement today primarily highlights our recent work on VA’s management of its major acquisitions. This testimony also provides a discussion of themes from our most recent VA high-risk update, actions VA has taken since that update, and preliminary observations from our ongoing work on VA’s oversight and management of the acquisition workforce.

To perform the ongoing work, we reviewed VA documentation, surveyed the acquisition workforce, and interviewed officials. Information about the scope and methodology of prior work on which this statement is based can be found in those products.²

We conducted the work on which this statement is based in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

For over a decade, VA has been working to develop and implement a framework for managing how it purchases goods and services. However, we found that VA has not used the current framework, in place since 2017, to manage its major acquisitions.³ This framework includes features—such as phases, key documents, and identified decision authorities—that are in line with leading acquisition practices and could provide for more standardized management and oversight of VA’s major acquisitions. We have issued numerous reports on several of VA’s most costly and mission-critical acquisition programs that were experiencing cost overruns and schedule delays. None of these programs was following VA’s 2017 acquisition framework, but rather used program-specific approaches that varied widely in robustness—making it a challenge for VA to provide uniform oversight for acquisitions and consistently identify opportunities to improve acquisition outcomes.⁴ The following examples illustrate some of the specific challenges we identified:

- VA’s Electronic Health Records Modernization is a program intended to broadly support the provision of health care for VHA’s 9 million


³For more information on how these major acquisitions were identified, see GAO-22-105195.

⁴VA stated that certain programs were exempt from the acquisition framework. See GAO-22-105195.
annual patients. The program has faced challenges resolving critical issues identified during testing. We expressed concern in February 2021 that as the department moved forward with deploying the system at new locations, testing would likely identify issues that would need to be addressed to ensure that the system performs as intended. Further, in February 2022, we reported that the department had yet to establish performance measures and goals to ensure data quality in the new system. These issues, among others, contributed to VA’s July 2022 decision to delay the rollout of EHRM at additional medical centers while VA works to address issues including system and data quality concerns.

- VA’s Defense Medical Logistics Standard Support system is intended to replace many of VA’s aging, disparate legacy supply chain systems and provide more powerful analysis and reporting capabilities, among other things, according to VA officials. This system is expected to cost $2.2 billion over 15 years. The program office has been working to deploy this system since the VA Secretary approved the acquisition in March 2019. The VA Office of Inspector General found in November 2021 that the office responsible for this program skipped steps that would have been required by VA’s existing acquisition framework. As a result, the system did not meet many key user requirements. Currently, this platform is operational at a single medical center, and VA is reassessing the future of this program.

- VA has experienced significant delays and challenges fully implementing its Medical Surgical Prime Vendor (MSPV) program, which is intended to provide an efficient and cost-effective way to get critical supplies to medical centers. In 2017, we reported that VA’s initial implementation of MSPV was flawed, as it lacked an overarching strategy, stable leadership, and medical center buy-in, among other issues. Since 2017, VA has pursued four different versions of this program, but none have fully achieved VA’s goals.

5GAO, Electronic Health Records: VA Has Made Progress in Preparing for New System, but Subsequent Test Findings Will Need to Be Addressed, GAO-21-224 (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 11, 2021). Accordingly, we recommended that VA postpone deployment of the new EHR system in new locations until any critical and high severity test findings are closed.

According to program officials, as of August 2022, VA is again revising its approach to this program.

- Despite having a governance structure that we found was generally in line with leading project management practices, VA’s Financial Management and Business Transformation program, which will implement a new integrated financial and acquisition management system, has experienced challenges. We reported in March 2021 that the program did not fully or substantially meet all characteristics for ensuring a reliable cost estimate and integrated master schedule.\(^7\) Reliable cost and schedule estimates provide a road map for project execution and are critical elements to delivering large-scale IT systems. Without a process resulting in reliable estimates, VA management likely would not have the information necessary for informed decision-making.

While VA is planning to implement a new acquisition management framework, we expressed concerns last month that VA is not well-positioned to successfully do so because it has yet to address some of the same challenges that hindered implementation of the 2017 framework.\(^8\) These challenges include identifying programs subject to the increased oversight within the new framework, assessing acquisition workforce needs, and ensuring framework compliance. If VA takes steps to address these and other challenges prior to implementing the new framework, VA will be better positioned to provide uniform oversight for its acquisitions. In turn, if this new framework is effectively implemented, it could have a more meaningful impact on programs at VA. Further, implementation of the new framework could make available important information that VA and Congress may use to make decisions on these complex and expensive acquisition programs.

Implementing an effective acquisition framework is one of several challenges VA faces. Other challenges, such as managing the acquisition workforce and contracting officer workload, using outdated acquisition policies and strategies, and ineffective supply chain management led us to add VA acquisition management to the High-Risk List in 2019. VA made some progress, such as by updating its acquisition regulations and by initiating efforts to develop a supply chain management strategy. However, VA still needs to develop an approach for monitoring and


\(^8\)GAO-22-105195.
demonstrating real progress in addressing the root causes of its long-standing challenges.

In March 2021, after the release of our last high-risk update, VA issued a corrective action plan to address these challenges and updated that plan as recently as July 2022. Our preliminary analysis of the July 2022 corrective action plan found that VA has identified specific root causes for its acquisition management challenges, but it is still working to develop performance goals and metrics to track progress resolving these root causes. According to the updated plan, VA developed an Acquisition Management Program to focus on agency collaboration in addressing its acquisition management challenges and using accurate and quality data to make decisions, among other things. VA identified implementation of its acquisition framework as an essential part of acquisition modernization in its corrective action plan, and successful implementation of the framework will be key to executing the plan effectively.

Additionally our prior work identified VA acquisition workforce issues as high risk. This includes inadequate training and contracting officer workload challenges, which VA also acknowledges in its high-risk corrective plan. Agencies like VA rely on a workforce of talented and trained individuals who can plan, manage, and oversee acquisitions. Our preliminary observations from our ongoing work indicate that VA does not have comprehensive data to accurately track the totality and characteristics of its acquisition workforce. In addition, VA lacks clear documentation for some management roles and responsibilities in its acquisition workforce. We plan to complete and issue a report about VA’s acquisition workforce in the fall of 2022.

In conclusion, rigorous oversight and management of VA’s major acquisitions are essential to ensuring that VA meets its goals, makes good use of limited resources, and ultimately meets the needs of our nation’s veterans. Since 2017, VA has tried to fully implement an acquisition framework, but was not successful. Failure to successfully implement a framework could undermine both VA’s and Congress’s efforts to hold leaders and programs accountable and improve acquisition outcomes. Until VA addresses its fundamental acquisition management challenges that have led to its high-risk designation, it is likely that VA will continue to struggle to make real progress managing acquisitions and providing consistent high-quality health care and other benefits to veterans.
Chairmen Pappas, and Mrvan Ranking Members Mann and Rosendale, and Members of the Subcommittees, this completes my prepared statement. I would be pleased to respond to any questions that you may have at this time.
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